
 

 
 

 
 
 

Ossett Academy Summer School 2021 
 
 

The Summer School at Ossett Academy took place during the week commencing 9 August 2021.  
 
The Summer School was offered to the full cohort of year 7 pupils transitioning from year 6. More 
than half of the cohort attended with 161 out of a possible 302 pupils attending.  
 
Almost a third of our year 7 pupil premium cohort also attended with 21 out of a possible 66 pupils 
attending the full week. Additionally, we had 5 pupils attend who have an EHCP, to ensure these 
pupils settled and engaged with the Summer School programme we allocated additional members 
of staff to the relevant groups so additional support was present.  
 
The Summer School offered a range of different activities throughout the week. Each day offered a 
different theme which incorporated a range of core subject and enrichment activities, ensuring our 
pupils would cover a range of subjects as well as the opportunity to familiarise themselves with the 
academy and develop relationships prior to their start in September. 
 
Summer School started with a STEAM launch on the Monday. This allowed pupils to experience the 
new STEAM curriculum in place at our other secondary academy in the Trust which is also in the 
process of being trialled at other schools within the Trust. Pupils developed skills in science, 
technology, engineering, art and maths to the STEAM 2021/2022 theme “What if Disney had 
STEAM”. Pupils were engaged, taking part in a mathematical escape room, developed science 
concepts of magnets and used art to make magic carpets fly.  
 
Tuesday offered pupils a day in History. Pupils experienced key elements of the KS3 History 
curriculum, which also incorporated different elements of the KS3 science and literacy curriculum. 
An external provider was used to provide a different element to the literacy curriculum. The 
Shakespeare Trust provided actors to act out key scenes and develop key literacy skills based 
around Shakespeare content.  
 
Wednesday offered pupils a day in space. An external provider was brought in to offer an enrichment 
session in a planetarium. Pupils took part in “astronaut training” that incorporated structured literacy, 
maths and science concepts which are part of the KS2 and KS3 curriculum, allowing teachers 
delivering to assess prior knowledge and build on KS2 knowledge ready for September. 
 
Thursday offered pupils a day as an athlete. This day was sports based with an external provider: 
Wakefield Trinity, offering enrichment activities. Pupils took part in team building tasks, working with 
their peers within their groups and sports games, allowing pupils to build relationships with other 
pupils within their year group.  
 
Friday offered pupils a day in music. This day was delivered by external providers the Wakefield 
music hub and allowed pupils to take part in a range of different music curriculum activities that were 
practical based. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Funding 
 
Funding of the Summer School was provided by the Government at £57.90 per pupil, per day. A 
breakdown of costs can be found below: 
 

Overall Budget allocated £46,671.00 

Cost of Staff £23,879.41 

External providers £6,500.36 

Catering £2,835.75 

Resources/Materials £2,460.39 

Total cost £35,675.91 

 
 
Impact on Transition and Behaviour 
 
The impact the Summer School has had on the transition of the new cohort of year 7 pupils has 
been apparent throughout the first few weeks of the new term. Pastoral year leaders and teaching 
staff from across the MAT have all stated the new cohort of year 7 pupils have settled into the 
academy quickly and more smoothly than the previous year. With specific reference to those pupils 
who struggle with anxiety, Summer School has significantly benefited their transition, with parents 
emphasising this, easing their initial concerns about their son/daughter adjusting to Ossett 
Academy. 
 
We sent out impact surveys to all pupils attending Summer School, both prior to it starting and 
directly afterwards to help gain further understanding of the impact it had on our pupils. It showed 
us that pupil’s concerns about starting at the academy in September had mostly been eased by 
attending the Summer School, particularly having the chance to get to know teachers of the 
academy and their peers for an extended time helped increase their excitement and reduce any 
worries prior to September.  
 
Measured Impact in Core Subjects 
 
Data was collected via the surveys issued to Summer School Pupils and the full cohort of year 7 
pupils in the first week of September. 
 
The data collected showed that:  
 

• 38% of Summer School pupils were confident in explaining what a satellite and an orbit is 
compared to only 35% of non- Summer School pupils stating they were confident in 
explaining a satellite and orbits.  

• 20% of Summer School pupils were able to name 4 or more types of forces with a full 
explanation of the term gravity only 9% of non-Summer School pupils being able to name 4 
or more forces with an explanation of gravity. 

• 36% of Summer School pupils were able to explain the difference between a chemical and 
physical change, with 15% stating they were fully confident in explaining this.  

• Only 28% of non- Summer School pupils could explain the difference between a chemical 
and physical change, with only 4% stating they were fully confident explaining this.  

• 32% of Summer School pupils were able to correctly identify what STEAM stood for, 
compared to only 13% of non–Summer School pupils.  

 
Impact in science lessons has been hugely apparent. Pupils who attended Summer School have 
shown greater practical skills, such as being able to set up equipment correctly with no support 
required from the teacher. Summer School pupils were also able to accurately name science 



equipment and identify risks and hazards associated with working in a lab compared to non-Summer 
School pupils who were working in a lab for the first time.  
 
During Summer School, Maths lessons focused on topics that would have been covered in primary 
school such as finding percentages of amounts.  When asked to find simple percentages of amounts 
there was no difference between Summer School and non-Summer School pupils, with 83% of both 
Summer School pupils and non-Summer School pupils were able to answer correctly. However, 
when asked to find more complicated percentages, 85% of Summer School pupils managed to 
answer these questions correctly, with only 80% of non-Summer School pupils being able to answer 
correctly. This shows a clear pattern whereby Summer School pupils have been able to retain and 
recall more complicated information from primary school due to recapping it in Summer School, 
whereas non-Summer School pupils haven’t retained this information as well from primary school.  
 
The lessons developed by Summer School Leads for the week were planned purposely to include 
the new literacy strategy – “Think it”, “Say it” and were well planned to include key KS3 curriculum 
topics from a range of different subjects. This allowing pupils to become familiar with Accord 
classroom strategies and the behaviour policy prior to their start in September, it also developed 
key literacy skills within an engaging environment. 
 
Pupil and parent feedback 
 
Overall, the feedback from pupils and parents regarding summer school has been very positive.  
There has been a lot of comments made to the Pastoral Year Leader from both pupils and parents 
who thought the Summer School was a fantastic opportunity and their sons/daughters have 
benefitted from attending. 
 
Here are some examples of the parental feedback received: 
 

• "I have to take my hats off to you as my son has really enjoyed every day and how much 
variety there has been". 

• "Had a good week, happy and bubbly when talking about it - really enjoyed the food!" 

• "He’s absolutely loved his week, and really grateful he’s had this opportunity to come." 

• "Thank you & the staff for the Summer School so far – my son has really enjoyed it". 
 
Additionally, in a recent survey, pupils were asked how confident they felt about their first day of 
secondary school.  Out of the pupils that attended the Summer School: 
 

• 20% of them said they were really excited for their first day in school;  

• only 2% of pupils said they were not confident at all when thinking about their first day of 
secondary school. 

 
In comparison, out of the pupils that did not attend Summer School: 
 

• only 16% of pupils said they were really excited for their first day of secondary school;  

• 7% of these pupils said they were really nervous for their first day of secondary school.   
 
This clearly shows that Summer School helped to give pupils more confidence when thinking about 
their first day in school as well as reducing the number of pupils that were not looking forward to 
their first day of secondary school.  
 
A survey was sent to pupils that attended the Summer School, the feedback from this survey 
showed that 98% of pupils at Ossett Academy enjoyed some days during the summer school, with 
over 50% of these pupils saying they loved it.  
 



When asked to write down something they were most worried about when starting secondary 
school, 30% of pupils that attended Summer School wrote that they were not nervous about 
anything, one pupil even wrote “Nothing (in response to what are you most worried about) because 
I have attended Summer School, I know the layout and the teachers”.   
 
This shows how Summer School helped to ease pupils’ worries and fears when coming to start the 
new term at Ossett Academy.  Out of the pupils that did have worries, only 15% of these worries 
were about making new friends or meeting new people, 41% of these worries were related to not 
knowing where to go for lessons or getting lost around school.  


